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33 Flexibl e Employmen t in the Netherland s and in the Unite d 
States s 

TheThe Dutch Flexibility and Security Act runs counter to the essence of temporary agency work. 

Jeromee Caille, 
CEO,, Adecco Group (NRC Handelsblad, June 13, 2003) 

Thee rise of flexible employment, notably external numerical flexibility,  in 
industrializedd countries during the past two decades has been extensively 
documentedd (e.g. Barker and Christensen 1998; Delsen 1995; Felstead and 
Jewsonn 1999; OECD 1993; OECD 1996; Ozaki, 1999; Zeytinoglu 1999.) The 
flipsidee of external numerical employment flexibility is job security. Changes in 
one,, will lead to adjustments in the other, or as Streeck (1988) posits: where 
flexibilit yy is gained, rigidities need to be created. Within and between countries, 
governments,, employers and employees respond differendy to changes in the 
levell  of flexibility or security. In the mid-1980s, European economies faced 
severee unemployment problems, while the U.S. economy had managed to 
createe millions of jobs in the preceding years. The U.S. government strongly 
recommendedd OECD member states whose labor markets were seen as rigid, 
particularr the European countries1, to address the obstacles that impede 
efficientt functioning of their labor markets, such as hiring and firing rules 
governingg job protection. However, many OECD member states continued the 
levell  of employment protection throughout the 1990s. A number of countries 
couldd do so because they loosened restrictions on the use by employers of 
fixed-termfixed-term contracts as well as on the operation of temporary work agencies 
(OECDD 1999). This, however, may cause substitution effects: without limits 
imposedd on the use of these 'alternative' staffing arrangements employers can 
circumventt tight dismissal rules by using temporary workers instead of 
permanentt workers.2 

Sincee flexible arrangements such as temporary work are considered an 
aspectt of labor market flexibility,  the liberalization of the use of fixed-term 
contractss and temporary agency workers is an important indicator that markets 
havee become more flexible. Although such work arrangements point to labor 
markett flexibility , it should be noted that flexible labor markets do not 
necessarily/yW/ft?? these flexible arrangements: as this chapter demonstrates, the 
Unitedd States labor market is highly flexible, mainly because of littl e regulation, 

11 In the 1980s, the inability of European countries to quickly adjust to changing global economic 
conditionss due to labor market rigidity was dubbed 'Eurosclerosis'. In a critical essay on the 
differencess in economic performance between the United States and European OECD-
countriess due to differences in labor market flexibility , Freeman (1986) asserts that U.S. 
employmentt growth in the 1970s and 1980s is associated with higher costs than is commonly 
assumed,, making the change in it its overall well-being not much different from the European 
countries. . 
22 Cf. OECD (1986). 
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butt it does not feature very high levels of flexible staffing as defined in this 
studyy (see also Hyde 2003; Robinson 1999). 

Thee aim of this chapter is to identify the coordination mechanisms that govern 
flexibleflexible employment in the Netherlands and in the United States. I therefore 
discusss the way governments, employers' associations and unions in both 
countriess have responded to the increased use of flexible staffing. I also focus 
onn the role of staffing agencies as main providers of flexible personnel. With 
thiss chapter I try to offer the reader the social-economic and legal framework 
inn which the cases described in Chapters 4 and 5 should be understood. 

3.11 Flexibilit y in the Netherlands : Dealin g wit h Labo r Market Rigiditie s 

Sincee the end of World War II Dutch employment relationships have been 
governedd by legislation protecting workers against dismissal. This worker 
protectionn is the result of a shift in Dutch law away from employer 'freedom' 
too layoff workers; a development that has spanned nine decades since the 
introductionn of dismissal law in the Netherlands in 1909 (Asscher-Vonk and 
Fasee 2000). A fundamental obstacle for the discharge of employees is the fact 
thatt no indefinite employment relationship involving private sector employees 
cann be terminated without the consent of the Minister of Social Affairs and 
Employment,, who in this case is represented by the Central organization for 
workk and income (CWI).3 After hearing representatives of both the employer 
andd the employee(s), CWI assesses the extent to which there is a just cause for 
dismissal.. Employers have found a way to get around this often lengthy and 
costlyy procedure by starting dissolution procedures before court (Heerma van 
Vosss 1992). Section 7:685 of the Civil Code provides an avenue for both 
employerss and employees to request the court to dissolve an employment 
contract.. Although chances are that workers are entitled to receive severance 
payy under this procedure, employers have increasingly used this route since it is 
aa faster way for contract termination. 

Whilee rigidities characterize much of the employment relationship, flexible 
employmentt has been around for many decades in the Netherlands, particularly 
inn eating and drinking places and in retail (Ministry of Social Affairs and 
Employmentt 1986). For-profit agencies providing temporary workers appeared 
onn the Dutch labor market in the 1950s. The 1960s saw an increase in 
temporaryy work agencies, which led the government to introduce legislation 
regulatingg the temporary work industry. Prior to the 1965 Temporary Work 
Agenciess Act (*Wet op het ter beschikking stellen van arbeidskrachten', 
WTBA) ,, job placement and brokering was the exclusive realm of the public 
employmentt service, while activities related to temporary agency work were 
openn to all kinds of intermediaries (Jacobs 1999). The relatively intransparent 
markett for temporary work created room for malafide agencies, which did not 

33 Section 6 of 'Buitengewoon Besluit Arbeidsverhoudingen (BBA) 1945', amended November 
29,, 2001. 
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makee social security contributions and evaded tax measures. These agencies 
featuredd on a wide scale in the construction industry. In response to these 
abuses,, a 1970 amendment to the WTBA prohibited temporary staffing 
activitiess in all industries, unless agencies were licensed by the Ministry of 
Sociall  Affairs and Employment. The distinction between job brokering and 
temporaryy work services remained unchanged. 

Thee rise of temporary agency work and flexible employment in general 
capturedd the attention of public policymakers in the course of the late 1970s, 
earlyy 1980s, when the Dutch economy was in dire straits. The 1981-1983 
Wagnerr Commission (see also Chapter 2) pointed to the mismatch in the labor 
markett of demand and supply as one of the major botdenecks in the 
developmentt of the manufacturing industry. It championed a more flexible 
laborr market "in order for firms to be able to quickly respond to fluctuating 
internationall  market conditions" (Adviescommissie inzake het industriebeleid 
1981,, 23). Furthermore, the Wagner Commission praised the role of temporary 
workk agencies as job brokers, although it mentioned the need for government 
regulationn to enhance the legal position of temporary agency workers. The 
Commission'ss report was quickly followed by a study on temporary agency 
work,, which identified the common reasons for firms to use flexible workers: 
meetingg peaks in demand for goods and services, and temporary replacement 
off  workers on short-term disability (Ministry of Social Affairs and Employment 
1983).. More importantly, the study found that, given the economic recession, 
firmsfirms were increasingly likely to replace permanent employees by flexible 
workerss with a more casual employment relationship in order to cope with 
uncertainn conditions. Mass unemployment in the early 1980s had provided 
firmsfirms with a huge reservoir of workers on the external market who could be 
deployedd according to the flexibility needs of employers. A government report 
foundd that a more flexible staffing of personnel could play an important role in 
overcomingg the recession (Ministry of Social Affairs and Employment 1986). 
Thee same report stated that (legal) obstacles to facilitate such flexible staffing 
arrangementss should be removed, while at the same time enhancing 
employmentt security of flexible employees. Throughout the 1980s, the Dutch 
governmentt continued its search to strike a balance between flexibility and 
security,, a search characterized by consultation with social partners in the 
Laborr Foundation and with the Social Economic Council.4 Section 3.1.2 
providess a more detailed overview of this process (see below). 

3.1.11 Size and Composition of Flexible Employment in the Netherlands 

Flexiblee staffing arrangements are defined in Dutch labor market statistics as all 
employmentt relationships that either are not permanent, or do not provide 
perspectivess on continuation of the employment relationship, or involve an 
employmentt period exceeding twelve months. This definition, originating from 
Statisticss Netherlands, the Dutch central statistics bureau, does not include 
part-timee employment. With nearly 40 percent of all employment in the 

44 See for instance SER (1991). 
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Netherlandss being part-time, this work arrangement has lost its label of 
'atypicall  employment', although it may not yet be considered a 'standard' 
employmentt arrangement (Visser 1999). Table 3.1 provides an overview of the 
sizee of flexible employment, divided in four staffing arrangements. 

Thee growth of flexible employment in the Netherlands accelerated in the 
earlyy 1990s, with a spectacular increase of temporary work agency work from 
102,0000 (1992) to 223,000 jobs in 1998. Employment growth as a whole during 
thee 1990s is largely attributed to the rise in flexible staffing arrangements 
(Visserr and Hemerijck 1997). In 1997, at the height of its growth, flexible 
employmentt rose 17.4 percent, while overall employment increased with 3.1 
percentt in the same year (Statistics Netherlands 2000a). Flexible employment 
hass become a permanent feature of total employment, notwithstanding its 
slowedd growth at the end of the decade (2.3 percent in 1999). Provisional 
estimatess indicate that in 2002 10.4 percent of all jobs in the Dutch economy 
aree flexible. 

Tablee 3.1 
Volumee of flexible staffing arrangements in tfie Netherlands as share of total employment and in absolute 
numbers,, 1995-2002 

19977 1999 2002 

Perc.. 1,000s Perc. 1,000s Perc. 1,000s 

2.99 164 2.5 153 1.6 101 

3.88 214 3.7 222 2.8 178 

3.55 195 3.4 203 3.3 209 

Source:Source: Statistics Netherlands 
Note:Note: Includes temporary hires (< 12 months) and workers of whom the employment duration is not defined. 

Workerss employed by temporary work agencies are counted as part of Standard 
Businesss Index (SBI) code 745 that includes temporary work agencies (SBI 
74501),, personnel supply services (SBI 74502) and placement agencies (SBI 
74503).. The number of people working in SBI 745 doubled between 1993 and 
19999 (from 159,600 to 344,600). In 2002, 319,000 people were employed in 
SBII  745. Temporary work agency workers contributed most to the numerical 
growthh in the 1990s, with annual growth in temporary agency work in 1995 en 
19966 at roughly 22 percent. Employment in personnel supply services rose 
mostt strongly over the 1993-1999 period (500 percent). The number of 
businessess in SBI 745 rose from 825 in 1993 to 5990 in 2002. 

3.1.1.11 Characteristics of Dutch Flexible Workers 
Onn average the educational background of all workers in a flexible arrangement 
mirrorss that of regular employees regarding the share of workers with 
intermediatee skills: 41 percent of all flexible workers are skilled at the 

On-calll and 
substitute e 
workers s 
Temporaryy work 
agencyy workers 

Otherr flexible 
workers* * 

1995 5 

Perc.. 1,000s 

2.66 139 

2.88 149 

3.55 189 
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intermediatee level.5 Flexible workers have a stronger likelihood to be more 
oftenn low skilled than regular workers (40 versus 27 percent), while the latter 
aree more likely to hold high skills (29 percent of regular workers and 20 percent 
off  flexible workers). Skill dispersion also varies between the different types of 
flexiblee work, as can be seen in Table 3.2. Temporary hires and temporary 
agencyy workers tend to be low skilled, whereas most on-call workers and 
employeess without a defined employment duration are more likely to be higher 
skilled. . 

Tablee 3.2 
Educationall attainment as percentage of employment arrangement, 1999 

Primaryy and Intermediate and Higher Educationc 

Lowerr Secondary3 Higher Secondaryb 

On-calll and substitute workers 35 43 22 

Temporaryy work agency workers 44 40 18 

Temporaryy hires (< 12 months) 42 37 22 

Employmentt duration not defined 35 

Workerss in Traditional „ 7 

Arrangements s 

Source:Source: Statistics Netherlands 
Notes: Notes: 
a>> Includes pre-vocational education (VBO, 4 years) and junior general secondary education (MAVO, 4 years). 
b)) Includes intermediate vocational education (MBO, 4 years), senior general secondary education (HAVO, 5 years), 

andd pre-university education (vwo, 6 years). 
c)) Includes higher vocational education (HBO, 4 years) and university (4 years). 

Dataa collected by the ABU, the general association of staffing agencies, offer a 
bitt more detailed information on the background characteristics of temporary 
workk agency workers. During the period 1994-1999 both the lowest skilled 
(primaryy education) and highest skilled workers slighdy increased their share in 
totall  temporary work agency employment. Workers with high skills (university 
andd higher vocational education) make up 17 percent of total temporary work 
agencyy employment (up 3 percent point from 1994).6 Thirteen percent of the 
temporaryy work agency workforce consists of lowest skilled workers, an 
increasee of 3 percentage points since the mid-1990s (ABU 2000). 

Theree is a general feeling that many temporary agency work is done by 
students.. In 2002, 37 percent of all temporary agency workers was enrolled in a 
full-timee educational program; in 1995 this was 42 percent (ECORSYS-NEI 
2003).. Nearly 30 percent of all temporary agency workers stated that the agency 
jobb should be combined with school or college. Approximately one in every 
threee temporary agency workers is a student (Colard et al. 2003). 

55 Average data for all flexible employees are not included in Table 2, but can be derived from 
diee table. 
66 Due to a different measurement technique the ABU percentage for the highest skilled differs 
slighdyy from the CBS data (16 percent). 

43 3 

44 4 

22 2 

29 9 
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3.1.1.22 Industry and Occupational Characteristics of Flexible Employment 
Multi-yearr CBS data provide a general insight into the usage of flexible 
employmentt by industries. Industries leading in flexible employment are hotels 
andd restaurants and commercial services, each employing a third of its 
personnell  on a flexible basis. Agriculture and fishing, housekeeping, retail and 
wholesalee trades, health care and cultural and other service delivery each use 10 
too 17 percent flexible staffing arrangements. This data set does not distinguish 
betweenn different types of flexible employment. Panel data collected for the 
1990-19944 period do make this distinction. Key findings of this data set are 
summarizedd in Table 3.3, enabling the assessment of some flexible patterns in 
industries.77 The dominant flexible arrangement in commercial services seems to 
bee on-call work. A significant percentage of all firms in the agricultural industry 
usess on-call workers and employs one in every eight workers on a temporary 
basis,, which is presumably linked to the industry's seasonal work. The most 
remarkablee feature of the table may be the fact that 80 percent of all health care 
organizationss employ on-call workers. 

AA study by the general association of staffing agencies ABU draws a rough 
picturee of the occupational characteristics of temp workers. A quarter of all 
tempp workers are employed as clerical workers and 14 percent occupies a 
(para)medicall  position. The majority of all temps (59 percent) are in skilled and 
unskilledd manual labor, janitorial jobs and in jobs in eating and drinking places 
(ABUU 2000). This is consistent with earlier finding from Dekker and Dorenbos 
(1997)) who, based on 1991 CBS data, found that flexible workers are employed 
inn low skill jobs (for instance in eating and drinking places and as clerical 
workers)) and in high-skill positions (such as academic/scientific teaching and 
researchh jobs and in public administration). While the quality of work in 
flexiblee employment is not necessarily lower than in regular employment, 
Goudswaard,, Kraan, and Dhondt (2000) find that flexible workers, more so 
thann workers in a standard employment arrangement, experience their current 
jobb as having a lower job classification than their previous one. 

Inn a 2003 survey, 58 percent of the temporary agency workers reported to be 
searchingg for a permanent job. Half of this percentage saw agency work as a 
lastt resort (ECORSYS-NEI 2003). The same study shows that of all temporary 
agencyy workers in 2002, 35 percent was breadwinner, compared to 27 percent 
inn 1993. Sixty percent of temporary agency workers stated that without the 
agencyy job they would be without any income. 

Thee mobility opportunities of flexible workers in general, and hence the 
likelihoodd that they wil l find permanent employment, depend on the type of 
flexibleflexible work arrangement (Muffels and Steijn, eds. 1999). Age, gender, and 
workk experience are the most important determinants for the transition from 
flexiblee to regular, standard employment: women and elderly workers in 

77 Because of differences in industry definitions and measurements of flexible staffing 
arrangementss the columns do not make for good comparison. The purpose of the table is 
thereforee limited to presenting the division of each flexible arrangement over the industries. 
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flexibleflexible jobs were less likely to move into permanent employment in the 1991-
19955 period than other flexible workers. The longer a worker is employed in a 
flexibleflexible staffing arrangement, the less likely is he or she to move to a 
permanentt job. Several Dutch studies find that the probability of low-skill 
temporaryy workers finding permanent employment is relatively low 
(ECORSYS-NEII  2002; Muffels and Steijn, eds. 1999). One in every nine 
temporaryy agency workers indicate to prefer a temporary job, probably because 
itt enables them to combine work with tasks in the private domain (e.g. 
housekeeping,, taking care of dependents) (ECORSYS-NEI 2003). 

Tablee 3.3 
Employeess in flexible staffing arrangements by industry, 1990-1994 (annual averages). 

Agriculture e 

Construction n 

Modemm manufacturing 
Traditional l 
manufacturing g 
Transportation,, trades 
andd communication 
Transportationn and 
Communication n 

Trades s 

Financiall Institutions 
Commerciall services 
(incl.. Financial 
institutions) ) 
Hotels,, Food and 
DrinkingDrinking Places 
Publicc Administration 

Healthh Care and Social 
Services s 
Otherr Services 

Educationall Institutions 
Housekeeperss and Other 
Domesticc Personnel 
Total l 

Temporaryy Hires 
(sharee of all 
employees) ) 

13 3 

2 2 

3 3 

3 3 

3 3 

6 6 

3 3 

8 8 

12 2 

5 5 

On-calll Workers 
(sharee of firms) 

27 7 

6 6 

12 2 

23 3 

22 2 

23 3 

80 0 

34 4 

11 1 

21 1 

Temporaryy Agency 
Workers s 

(sharee of total 
hourss worked) 

5 5 

2 2 

6 6 

8 8 

3 3 

3 3 

8 8 

5 5 

3 3 

4 4 

Alll Flexible 
Workerss a 

(sharee of total 
employment) ) 

17.5" " 

1.4 4 

3.0

4.8 8 

11.5 5 

1.4 4 

30.11 d 

30.0 0 

0.5 5 

10.2 2 

9.6 6 

4.7 7 

13.0 0 

11.0 0 
Source:Source: OSA; Statistics Netherlands. 
Note:Note:"" Data refer to 1999.b Including fishery.c Total manufacturing.d Excluding financial institutions. 

3.1.22 Reject, Reduce, Regulate and Trade-off: Union Responses to Flexibility8 

Againstt the background of increased unemployment in the early-1980s, unions 
searchedd for ways to secure employment for incumbent workers while at the 
samee time acknowledging the need for wage moderation. They introduced a 
proposall  to reduce working hours of employees as a trade-off for the 
employers'' demand to accept a cut in pay. In the 1983-1984 bargaining round, 

88 'Reject', 'reduce', 'regulate', and 'trade-off are borrowed from Visser and Van Rij (1999), who 
introducedd the Dutch equivalents of these notions in order to label union responses. 
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unionss saw their proposal accepted on a collective scale: on average working 
weekss were reduced from 40 to 38 hours (Visser and Hemerijck 1997). 
Althoughh further large-scale reductions in working hours were not realized 
afterr this bargaining round, firms had begun to apply flexible staffing strategies 
inn response to the reduced working hours, which created small vacancies that 
firmsfirms did not want to fill  with permanent employees (Ministry of Social Affairs 
andd Employment 1986). 

Reducedd working hours may not necessarily have been the cause of the 
growthh in flexible staffing arrangements, but they certainly have played an 
importantt role in facilitating this development. The increasing opportunity to 
bee temporarily employed to fill  small vacancies coincided with, and might have 
triggered,, a growing influx of female workers into the labor market during the 
1980s.. This development induced the demand for low-cost, family-oriented 
commerciall  services, mosdy employing female workers (Visser and Hemerijck 
1997).. Temporary agency workers carried out tasks that required littl e 
preparatoryy training: data entry, word processing, clerical work, warehouse 
jobs,, and unskilled manual labor. In some cases temporary agency workers 
weree employed in high-skill positions, such as technical specialists. 

Nott surprisingly, the predicament of workers in temporary employment was 
mainlyy felt by female employees, who were underrepresented in the union 
movementt at that time. In 1985, female organizers within the FNV trade union 
confederationn published a strategy to reverse the growing use of Mcjobs: low-
skill,, low-pay jobs with littl e prospect and no security (FNV 1985).9 The female 
unionn organizers denounced all types of flexible employment. In their view, 
flexibleflexible employment did not contribute to a woman's economic independence. 
Theyy did not go as far as to call for a ban on flexible employment, as they 
fearedd that women in temporary jobs would become unemployed. Therefore, 
thee female union organizers searched for ways to improve the legal position of 
flexibleflexible employees. Their proposals included improvement through collective 
agreementss and through legislative changes, requiring an active role for the 
sociall  partners and the government respectively. Collective agreements would 
limi tt the use of flexible contracts, stimulate human resource management that 
iss aimed at improving the position of flexible workers by offering training 
opportunitiess in order to foster upward mobility or attain permanent 
employment. . 

Followingg the publication of this strategy, unions gradually became aware 
thatt flexible staffing arrangements might not be a 'one-hit wonder' and were 
likelyy to become a permanent feature in the labor market. This required unions 
too get more in touch with workers beyond the traditional scope of union 
organizing.. For a long time the union had been preoccupied with the possible 
consequencess of automation and computerization for work and employment 
off  the traditional union members. Unions had to overcome the resistance to 
whatt they saw as nonstandard worker-categories competing for the same jobs. 
Thee anti-temporary agency work sentiment was rooted in the 1970-1971 

99 The Dutch equivalent for this type of job would translate as 'single-use jobs' 
('wegwerpbanen').. 'Mcjobs' was introduced to a broader audience by Coupland (1991). 
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conflictss between unions and mala fide agencies in the ports and in the 
constructionn and metal industries which employed workers without making the 
requiredd tax and social security contributions, undercutting the unions' position 
inn those industries (Korevaar 2000). In general, the FNV unions were faced 
withh changing their mission. In the words of one of the confederation 
directors:: "I t should be clear that the FNV can no longer be a federation 
exclusivelyy for white male breadwinners aged 35 through 50 in a full-time job. 
Wee have to become a movement for young and elderly workers, female and 
malee workers, breadwinners and non-breadwinners, those employed in a full-
timee and in a part-time job, those workers born here and abroad." 
(Stekelenburgg 1986, 118) 

Thee female union organizers put flexible work center stage and forced the 
FNVV unions to focus its attention on the predicament of flexible workers. The 
womenn identified various means to realize an improvement of the legal 
positionn of these workers. The Labor Foundation and the Social and Economic 
Councill  were seen as the two main avenues to influence the public-policy 
debate.. At the industry level, improvement could be sought through the social 
dialoguee with sectoral employers' associations. Another recommendation 
involvedd the opening-up of the union for individual flexible workers, which 
wouldd involve among other things the provision of member services and legal 
assistancee in individual cases. 

Onee of the views within the FNV unions involved a strategy to make jobs 
off  incumbent workers more attractive through job-enrichment and by 
upgradingg these jobs. The subsequent rise in skill requirements would then 
discouragee employers from tapping into the army of less well-prepared workers 
onn the external market (Stekelenburg 1986). The FNV thus championed 
internall  functional flexibility  as the feasible alternative to external numerical 
flexibility.flexibility.  It saw a need for government intervention through legislation of on-
calll  work, since unions had not been able to control industries where such 
employmentt arrangements were used on a wide scale. 

Parallell  to the debate within the FNV unions, the other main union 
confederation,, the CNV, chose to follow a slightly less intervening strategy. It 
didd not seek a limit on the use of flexible employment contracts, but decided to 
leavee it up to employers and employees at the industry level to find an 
appropriatee way to address the flexibility issue. The CNV unions sought to 
maximizee the use of permanent employment contracts, from which they would 
deviatee only in case industry collective agreements allowed so (Trommel 1987). 

Inn the wake of the internal union discussions, flexible employment 
arrangementss gradually became part of the bargaining process. In the social 
dialoguee employers saw their desire for flexible labor met with the unions' 
demandd for a further reduction of working hours. While these negotiations 
pertainedd to the bargaining processes in various industries, the FNV union 
startedd negotiations with employers in the temporary work industry in 1986 
afterr a ten year suspension. Unions were cautious in negotiating employment 
conditionss for temporary agency workers for fear of creating potential 
competitorss for workers in other industries. Among the various unions there 
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wass not yet a widespread conviction of the need and desirability of flexible 
employmentt in general and temporary agency work in particular (Korevaar 
2000). . 

I nn the early 1990s a recession again hit the Dutch economy, albeit to a lesser 
extentt than in the 1970s and 1980s. Downsizing operations in 1992 and 1993 
spurredd a need among firms for a more flexible organization of work. In the 
19933 Labor Foundation recommendation A New Course regarding the collective 
bargainingg agenda social partners jointly signaled a need for flexible 
employmentt patterns. With the recommendation social partners paved the way 
forr future trade-offs between worker flexibilit y and reduced working hours. 
Whilee central unions were convinced of the need for employment flexibility , 
individuall  union members were divided. The majority of union members 
consideredd an eventual growth in the use of temporary agency workers with 
suspicion.. In particular, union organizers and older male workers were 
concernedd about the increase of temporary (agency) contracts, as they saw this 
developmentt as threatening permanent jobs. Interestingly, while 38 percent of 
unionn members thought that unions should actively oppose the growth of 
temporaryy work, 40 percent wanted unions to negotiate this phenomenon at 
thee bargaining table (Visser and Van Rij 1999). The latter reflects a general 
inclinationn of Dutch workers, and employers alike, to reach consensus over 
delicatee issues, in line with the polder model tradition. 

Byy the mid-1990s unions were ready to settle for liberalization of the market 
forr temporary work agencies, provided that the legal position of agency 
workerss would be secured. In 1995 the Dutch government responded to the 
growingg use of flexible staffing arrangements by issuing a memorandum on 
flexibilityflexibility  and security, setting out the need and desirability to expand 
employmentt flexibilit y while at the same time safeguarding an appropriate level 
off  worker security (Ministerie van Sociale Zaken 1995).10 This memorandum 
wass followed by the 1996 recommendation Flexibility and Security by the Labor 
Foundation.. This recommendation was accompanied by a covenant between 
thee social partners in the temporary work industry. This 'temporary agency 
covenant'' included an agreement to distinguish four stages in the career of an 
agencyy worker, each stage providing the agency worker with more entitlements. 
Thee four stages describe the transformation of a temporary agency worker's 
statuss with increased tenure. Stage 1 of the employment relationship includes 
thee first 26 weeks of temporary work. If the contract between the temporary 
workk agency and the employee is continued after the first 26 weeks, the worker 
wil ll  be employed in stage 2. The same goes for a worker whose contract is 
discontinuedd after stage one but who enters a new contract within one year 
afterr completion of stage one. Stage 3 commences 26 weeks after the beginning 
off  stage two, either in case a stage-two contract is continued or a new contract 
iss agreed upon within one year after having completed stage two. The 
temporaryy agency worker is employed in stage 4 if the pre-existing temporary 

100 See also Van der Heijden (1998) and Wilthagen (1998) for a discussion of the process leading 
too the legislation. 
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contractt is continued or if a new employment agreement is entered within three 
monthss after the last contract. Here, a temporary agency worker must have 
beenn working 1) either with the same client-firm for 18 months, or 2) with 
differentt agencies for 24 months, including spells of non-employment not 
exceedingg three months. With each additional stage a workers gains more 
entidements,, such as pension rights, paid vacation and sick leave (see Table 
3.4).. In stage 3 a worker is offered a contract for at least three months. In stage 
44 he becomes a permanent employee with the agency. While a permanent 
employeee with the agency, a 'stage-4 worker' can still be temporarily assigned 
forr an unlimited time to a client-firm. 

Whereass during stages 1 and 2 the contract of a temporary agency worker 
cann be terminated upon the completion of a project or when the agency is no 
longerr able to offer work, a worker in stage 3 and 4 continues to be employed 
withh the agency - and is paid a salary - even when there are no assignments at 
client-firms. . 

Thee process leading up to the introduction of the flexibility  and security 
legislationn reflects the very core of Dutch corporatism. Or as FNV President 
Johann Stekelenburg stated after the Labor Foundation agreed on the Flexibility 
andd Security recommendation: "This agreement is in line with the Wassenaar 
Agreementt (...) and with [the Foundation's 1993 agreement] A New Course".n 

Inn retrospect, to some the relatively littl e time it took to reach consensus in the 
Laborr Foundation epitomizes the heyday of the polder model (Plessen 2002; 
Storriee 2002). The Labor Foundation's recommendation essentially blueprinted 
thee legislative package enacted in 1998-1999. 

3.1.33 Introducing 'Flexicurity': The 1998-1999 Legislative Changes 

Thee revision of employment law for permanent workers and temporary 
workerss has been induced by two phenomena: the growing number of workers 
inn flexible employment on the one hand and a more deeply rooted desire to 
simplifyy the dual dismissal system on the other hand. 

Thee 1999 Flexibility and Security Act (Wet flexibiliteit en zekerheid') 
mirrorss the attempt of the Dutch government to redistribute employment 
flexibilityflexibility  and security: workers in flexible staffing arrangements (such as 
temporaryy work agency employees, on-call workers and direct temporary hires) 
aree provided with more employment security, while employers face fewer 
obstacless in the dismissal of permanendy employed workers.12 This legislation 
wass preceded in 1998 by the introduction of the WAADI Act13, which 
reformedd manpower allocation by private intermediaries and liberalized the 
temporaryy work industry. The legislative package providing flexibility  for 

111 Press statement, April 3,1996 (FNV archives). 
122 See the November 2000 recommendation by the Commission on the Dual Dismissal System 
('Commissiee ADO'). 
133 WAADI is the acronym for 'Wet allocatie arbeidskrachten door intermediairs' (Act on 
Manpowerr Allocation by Intermediaries). 
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employerss and security for flexible workers has been dubbed 'flexicurity' 
(Wilthagenn 1998). Much of the revised employment law evolved from a 
governmentt search to remove legal barriers that obstruct an efficient operation 
off  the labor markets; a search that started in the early-1980s (Jacobs and 
Plessenn 1992). 

Thee 1998 WAAD I Act liberalized the temporary agency industry: agencies 
weree no longer required to have a license for the temporary placement of 
workerss at a client firm.14 Furthermore, there no longer was a limi t on the 
durationn of a temporary assignment: temporary agency workers can be placed 
indefinitelyy at a client firm's job site. The freeing up of the temporary agency 
markett through the WAAD I Act was paired with the securing of the legal 
positionn of agency workers through the Flexibility and Security Act: the 
relationshipp between an agency and its temporary workers is an employment 
relationship.. With the acknowledgment of the agency as the employer and the 
workerr as its employee the relationship was brought under the governance of 
Civill  Code Titl e 7.10, notably sections 7:690 and 7:691. 

Anotherr important change brought about by the Flexibility and Security Act is 
thee fact that workers on a temporary contract become a permanent worker 
withh an employer if the worker has been employed temporarily for 36 months 
orr if three consecutive temporary employment contracts have expired.15 A 
similarr transformation from temporary to permanent employment evolves 
fromm the 'four-stages model' as included in the temporary agency covenant 
discussedd above. 

Thee four-stages model was incorporated for the first time in the two 
temporaryy agency work collective agreements, covering the 1999-2003 period.16 

Thee two collective agreements for the temporary work industry are named after 
thee acronym of the respective employers' associations with which unions 
concludedd the agreements. The 'ABU collective agreement' covers 280,000 
temporaryy agency workers at 280 large temporary work agencies and totaling 
euroo 4.4 billion in revenue (2002) (represented by the 'Algemene Bond 
Uitzendondernemingen',, or General Association of Staffing Agencies). The 
'NBBUU collective agreement' includes 15,000 temp workers employed at 320 
smalll  and medium-size agencies (united in the 'Nederlandse Bond van 
Bemiddelings-- en Uitzendondernemingen' or Dutch Association of 
Intermediaryy and Staffing Agencies).17 The two collective agreements cover all 

144 Temporary agency legislation only applies when the supply of temporary personnel is the very 
naturee of the supplying firm's line of business. If a firm temporarily provides workers to carry 
outt an assignment under supervision and direction of this firm at the job site of another firm, 
thenn temporary agency legislation is not applicable. 
155 Civil Code section 7:668a. 
166 The relative complexity of the four stages has led some scholars to wonder whether the legal 
positionn of temporary agency workers would not have been sufficiently secured with only the 
legislativee framework, thus without the collective agreement and its four stages (Verhulp 1998). 
177 Data are from die Netherlands Trade Union Confederation (FNV) collective agreement 
database. . 
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temporaryy agency workers employed through members of the ABU and 
NBBUU respectively. 

Thee collective agreements for temporary agency workers are an elaboration 
off  Civil Code section 7:691, which governs expiration and continuation of the 
employmentt relationship between the temporary work agency and its worker. 
Tablee 3.4 recaps an agency worker's entidements as laid down in the collective 
agreements. . 

Tablee 3.4 
Entitlementss of Dutch temporary agency workers. 

Period d 

Employmentt contract 
duration n 

Training g 

Pensionn benefits 

Vacation n 

Short-termm leave 

Sickk leave 

Continuedd pay during 
underemployment t 

Stagee 1 

1s tt 26 weeks 

Forr duration of 
assignment t 

No o 

No o 

Unpaid d 

Unpaid d 

Contractt termination 

Yes,, but exemption 
possible possible 

Stagee 2 

2ndd 26 weeks 

Forr duration of 
assignment t 

Assessment t 

Yes s 

Unpaid d 

Unpaid d 

Contractt termination 

Yes,, but exemption 
possible possible 

Stagee 3 

3rdd 26 weeks 

Att least 3 
months s 

Assessment t 

Yes s 

Paid d 

Paid d 

90%% of wage 

Yes s 

Stagee 4 

Afterr 18/24 
months s 

Indefinite e 

Assessment t 

Yes s 

Paid d 

Paid d 

90%% of wage 

Yes s 

Source:Source: Grapperhaus and Jansen (1999) 

3.1.44 Creating Access to Training for Flexible Workers 

AA striking feature of the four-stages model is a temporary agency worker's right 
too an assessment of his or her training need once the worker has reached stage 
twoo of the employment relationship. This entidement is laid down in Section 
344 of the collective agreement, although the agreement does not provide a 
definitionn of 'assessment'.18 This is crucial since the worker's entidement 
explicidyy pertains to the 'assessment of a training need'; it does not offer the 
workerr a 'training right'. Depending on how temporary work agencies interpret 
thee 'assessment' there may be ways for agencies to get around the desired 
trainingg provision. However, if a training need is assessed, and training 
provisionn is agreed upon, the agency and temp worker confirm this in writing, 
stipulatingg the training goals and content. In order to commit them to offer 
trainingg for their temporary agency workers, temporary work agencies signatory 
too either the ABU or NBBU collective agreement are obliged to spend a fixed 

188 Section numbers referred to in this chapter pertain to the ABU agreement only. The two 
agreementss do not differ on the content of the sections discussed here. 
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percentagee of the total wage sum on worker training.19 The new regulative 
packagee thus creates an avenue to training for temporary agency workers. 
Compliancee with Section 34 is monitored by the Temporary Workers Training 
Foundation,, or SSU ('Stichting Scholing Uitzendkrachten'). If agencies do not 
complyy with the training stipulation, SSU may penalize them up to the amount 
off  euro 11,000. 

Withh the increased likelihood that temporary work agencies wil l have to invest 
inn the skills of the temporary agency workers, agencies may want to appropriate 
thosee training investments. There is, however, a chance that client-firms wil l try 
too poach the workers an agency has invested in. Poaching could be prevented 
byy including a covenant not to join the client-firm during a certain period of 
time.. Nevertheless, the impact of such a covenant on a worker's mobility is 
likelyy to be considered in court, risking rejection by judges. An alternative to 
thee covenant would be to include a clause in the employment contract that 
forcess the temp worker to payback training expenses incurred by the agency. 
Workerss who join a client-firm after having compensated the temporary work 
agencyy for the training investment may be reimbursed by the new employer 
(Grapperhauss 1996; Grapperhaus 2000). Interestingly, client-firms have to 
compensatee temporary work agencies if they want to permanendy hire a 
temporaryy work agency within six months after the start of an assignment. This 
clausee is included in the general terms and conditions for temporary work 
agencyy employment as applied by ABU, the major employers' association in the 
temporaryy work industry. The six-month 'cooling-off period has been 
acknowledgedd in at least one court decision.20 

Untill  1998 non-competition covenants between a temporary work agency 
andd its agency workers were banned under section 93 of the Public 
Employmentt Service Act. Agencies were not allowed to restrict a worker's 
mobility;; workers were free to choose for whom they wanted to work. With the 
introductionn of the WAAD I Act the legislator has removed this ban from the 
Publicc Employment Service Act. Workers remain protected under general 
contractt law against covenants that onerously impede worker mobility, as 
recentt court decisions underscored.21 

Thee government singled out workers in flexible staffing arrangements as one of 
thee groups that have too few incentives to enhance their employability. 
Earlier,, the Labor Foundation had referred to collective agreements as a means 

199 This only applies to temp agencies that signed either one of the collective agreements for 
temporaryy work agency workers. The annual percentages increase from 0.58 percent in 1999 to 
1.022 percent in 2003. 
200 Hof Amsterdam March 8 2001, JAR 2001, 66. In a case prior to the introduction of the 
WAAD II  Act, a clause stipulating a three-month period during which temp workers could not 
joinn the client-firm was deemed void by the court (Rb. Zutphen January 29 1998, JAR 1998, 
65). . 
211 Pres. Rb. Amsterdam December 13 2000, JAR 2000, 17; Ktr. Amsterdam February 2 2001, 
JARJAR 2001, 59. 
222 See Kamerstukken II 1998-1999, 26202 nos. 1-2, p. 27 {SociakNota 1999). 
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throughh which flexible workers should gain access to training. The Foundation 
calledd for the possibility for temporary agency workers to participate in training 
programss sponsored by the industry in which they actually carry out their work 
(STARR 1996b; STAR 1998). 

Ass discussed above a temporary agency worker's conditions and terms of 
employmentt may be governed by the temporary work industry's collective 
agreement.. This is the case if the worker is employed at an agency that is 
boundd by the collective agreement either direcdy (as a member of the signatory 
employers'' association) or indirecdy (after extension of the agreement by the 
Ministerr of Social Affairs and Employment, see Section 1.2.1 of this study). 
Thee temporary agency worker is covered by the client firm's collective 
agreementt if this agreement contains stipulations governing temporary agency 
workerss that are more favorable than the temporary work industry collective 
agreement.. The client firm's collective agreement also applies if there is no 
temporaryy work industry's collective agreement. When neither of the two 
collectivee agreements apply, then the agency worker receives the same wage as 
regularr workers at the client firm ("equal pay for equal work" according to 
WAAD II  Act section 8.1). No additional provisions are then available for the 
temporaryy agency worker. 

Thee situations described above evolve from the WAAD I Act. Social 
partnerss in the temporary work industry have created the possibility for client 
firmsfirms to apply (parts of) their collective agreement to temporary agency 
workers.. In 1991 employers and employees in the temporary work industry 
establishedd an agency ('Stichting Meldingsbureau Uitzendbranche' or SMU) 
throughh which client firm collective agreements could be registered. Once 
registeredd at the SMU the collective agreement of a client firm applies to all 
temporaryy agency workers employed at the client firm's job site. In practice this 
meanss that temporary agency workers can be entided to the same provisions 
(forr instance pension rights, vacation pay and training) as regular workers of a 
clientt firm. The Labor Foundation recommended that if a client firm's 
collectivee agreement applies to an agency worker, then mandatory 
contributionss — to be paid by either the agency or the client firm - through 
whichh worker provisions are financed should be limited to so-called 'good 
cause'' provisions, in particular worker training and development. The 
individuall  (firm and/or worker) on whose behalf contributions are made 
shouldd also be the one(s) reaping the benefits of these contributions (STAR 
2001b). . 

I nn 2003, the Minister of Social Affairs and Employment extended the ABU 
collectivee agreement to all workers and all employers in the temporary work 
industry,, forcing nearly all temporary work agencies to comply with the 
agreement'ss stipulations.23 Among the agencies excluded were members of the 
smallerr employers' association NBBU. While members of the ABU employers' 
associationn are bound by all stipulations of the collective agreement, non-
memberss are exempted from several stipulations; among others the one 
governingg the right of workers to undergo a training-needs assessment. 

233 Staatscourant, no. 136, July 18, 2003. 
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3.1.55 First Experiences with Flexicurity and Implications for Flexible Worker Training 

Thee size of flexible employment has declined in the years following the 
flexicurityy legislation, except for short-term workers (so-called 'temporary 
hires').. While total employment increased between 1998 and 2000 by 4.1 
percent,, the growth in permanent employment was 6 percent, particularly due 
too a growth in permanent part-time jobs. Temporary hires increased with 11.8 
percent.. Temporary agency employment dropped 12 percent and on-call work 
felll  37 percent (NEI 2003). Revenues for the temporary agency work industry 
inn 2002 leveled off at 7.15 billion. Table 3.5 and Figures 3.1 and 3.2 (in 
Appendixx B) illustrate this development using the number of total hours 
workedd by temporary agency workers. 

Thee declining use of temporary agency workers may be (partly) traced back 
too the tight labor market conditions and the introduction of legislation. As a 
directt result of this legislation temporary work agencies are being forced to 
permanentlyy hire certain groups of temporary agency workers. Following the 
introductionn of the legislation in 1999, some evidence was found that 
temporaryy work agencies no longer used the services of agency workers who, 
becausee of their employment history with an agency, might qualify for a 
permanentt position (Bos et al. 2000; De Klaver et al. 2000),24 

Becausee the legislative changes coincided with a tight labor market, it is hard 
too single out the implications of the new legislation in terms of an improved 
protectionn of flexible workers. I t is unclear whether the halted growth of 
flexibleflexible staffing arrangements is a result of the transformation of temporary 
contractss into permanent employment relationships or whether employers' 
demandd for skilled workers in the late 1990s has led them to skip the 
temporaryy hire of personnel all together and offer stable employment 
immediately.255 These two developments combined have affected the scope of 
activitiess of Dutch temporary work agencies. Agencies have included recruiting, 
screening,, testing, and training as well as career counseling in their business 
operations.. The traditional distinction between agencies involved in matching 
jobseekerss and vacancies, and those firms that would deploy permanent 
workerss temporarily at the job site of a client has faded. This latter 
developmentt can be largely contributed to the fact that legislation transforms 
temporaryy employment contracts between an agency and its worker into a 
permanentt contract after being employed for eighteen months at a single client-
firmm or 36 months at multiple job sites. While the share of vacancy matching 
andd job placement in sales of temporary work agencies declined between 1996 
(92.11 percent) and 1999 (79.7 percent), net sales of agencies rose from euro 4.5 
billio nn to nearly euro 6.5 billion during the same period. Sales from recruiting 
andd selecting tripled during 1998-1999, although this still plays a minor role in 

244 According to estimations by the Dutch Ministry of Social Affairs and Employment, 
approximatelyy 145,000 temporary contracts have been continued, whereas 72,000 were 
transformedd into permanent contracts since the introduction of the flexibilit y and security 
legislationn in 1999. 
255 Cf. NEI (2003). 
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agencies'' business operations. Deployment of stage 3 and 4 workers (through 
contractt work or personnel leasing) has increased at the cost of stage 1 and 2, 
andd probably yields higher mark-ups for temporary work agencies. 

Tablee 3.5 
Annuall change in hours of temporary agency employment, 1987-2002 (percentage) 

1987 7 

1988 8 

1989 9 

1990 0 

1991 1 

1992 2 

1993 3 

1994 4 

1995 5 

1996 6 

1997 7 

1998 8 

1999 9 

2000 0 

2001 1 

2002 2 

Alll Temporary Agency Workers 

Totall Hours 

3,2 2 

8,4 4 

12,2 2 

6,9 9 

-6,6 6 

-6,1 1 

-10,1 1 

20,2 2 

27,6 6 

21,2 2 

15,1 1 

6,2 2 

3,6 6 

-1,9 9 

-2,5 5 

-5,2 2 

Stagess 1 + 2 

-12,6 6 

-9,5 5 

-6,5 5 

Stagess 3 + 4 

56,2 2 

19 9 

-2,2 2 

Workerss at 100+ Temporary Work Agencies 

Totall Hours 

3,7 7 

9,9 9 

13,4 4 

7,4 4 

-6,9 9 

-6,1 1 

-10,2 2 

19,9 9 

27,7 7 

19,4 4 

14,3 3 

4,3 3 

2 2 

-6 6 

-6,4 4 

-9,9 9 

Stagess 1 + 2 Stages 3 + 4 

-17,33 53,4 

-14,66 16,8 

-12,88 -4 

Source:Source: Statistics Netherlands 

Withinn the new regulatory framework forces temporary work agencies to invest 
inn the skill levels of temporary agency workers, agencies have ways to recoup 
thee expenses by applying payback clauses. Interestingly, the eventual 
permanent-workerr status of a temporary agency worker induces agencies to 
keepp the worker employable, taken into account the agency's financial risk of a 
worker'ss underemployment.26 It would therefore make sense for temporary 
workk agencies to invest in long-term relationships with temporary agency 
workerss in order to retain qualified people. Here, the mutual reinforcers 
'training'' and 'tenure' are entered into the employment relationship of the 
temporaryy agency worker. 

Earlyy studies following the introduction of the flexibilit y and security 
legislationn show that a substantial share of temporary agency workers missed 
outt on their right to undergo a training needs assessment, as 35 percent of 
surveyedd temporary agency workers were not aware of the status of their 
employmentt relationship (Bos et al. 2000). The committee assigned with an 
evaluationn of the effectiveness of the flexibilit y and security legislation 
concludedd that two-third of all temporary work agencies feel that their 
temporaryy workers do not need training. Fifteen percent of all agencies report 
nott having conducted any assessment at all (down from 22 percent in 2000 and 

266 Van Lieshout and Van Liempt (2000) make a similar claim. 
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566 percent in 1999). Of all temporary work agencies 44 percent have conducted 
aa training need assessment with half of their workers. Nearly forty percent of 
thee temporary agency workers underwent a training need assessment. One in 
everyy seven agencies actually follow-up on these assessments and provide 
trainingg to at least half of all workers with an identified need for training. In 
2001,, 19 percent received training, down from 34 percent in 2000 (Van den 
Toren,, Evers and Commissaris 2002). Employers hardly comply with the 
trainingg section of the collective agreement (NEI 2003b). The fact that 
employerss can get away by paying a lump sum without actually following up is 
duee to the failing monitoring body SSU. Several years after its inception, the 
SSUU is still not operating because of a disagreement between the unions and 
thee ABU on the discretionary powers of the SSU. Furthermore, both union 
andd employer representatives interviewed for this study pointed to the weakly 
definedd entitlements in terms of 'training', 'training need' and 'training 
assessment'' in the temporary work collective agreement. The viability of a 
trainingg stipulation in the industry's collective agreement has become a thorny 
issuee in the negotiations between the unions and the ABU. This may underlie 
thee fact that the applicability of this stipulation has not been extended by the 
Ministerr of Social Affairs and Employment. In general, collective agreements 
(otherr than the temporary work industry's collective agreement) containing 
employabilityy policies measures hardly affect flexible workers employed by 
firmsfirms bound by those collective agreements (Hövels et al. 2000). 

I nn the fall of 2003, social partners in the temporary work industry concluded a 
neww collective agreement, effective spring 2004 for a period of five years and 
bindingg only the members of ABU. The new collective agreement differs on a 
numberr of important aspects. The four-stages model is replaced by a system 
thatt distinguishes three stages of temporary agency employment: stage A 
(involvingg 78 weeks of employment with one and the same temporary work 
agency),, stage B (starting after stage A and continuing for a two-year period), 
andd stage C (which begins once stage B has ended). Under the 1999-2003 
collectivee agreement, the contract of an agency worker in stage 1 or 2 could be 
terminatedd when an agency would no longer be able to offer him or her work. 
Stagess 1 and 2 together involved 52 weeks. With the introduction of the 2003-
20099 ABU collective agreement a worker's contract can be terminated when an 
assignmentt at a client-firm ends during the first 78 weeks. This clearly benefits 
thee members of ABU, as it reduces the financial risk of underemployment of 
agencyy workers. 

Inn terms of training, the 2003-2009 collective agreement significandy differs 
fromm its precursor. The SSU, which appears to have existed only on paper, is 
replacedd by a new foundation, the Foundation for Training and Development 
inn the Flexible Work Industry (STOOF, 'Stichting Opleiding en Ontwikkeling 
Flexbranche*).. This foundation is primarily responsible for promoting the 
provisionn of temporary agency worker training. Whether it can effectively 
impactt actual training strategies of agencies remains to be seen. More direct 
interventionn in agency training activities may be expected from the personal 
trainingg budget for temporary agency workers, which is introduced with the 
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neww collective agreement. After 26 weeks of employment with an agency, each 
yearr 1 percent of a temporary agency worker's wage flows into an individual 
trainingg account. Once a worker is in stage B, i.e. after 78 weeks of temporary 
agencyy employment, the money in the training account can be used for training 
thee temporary agency worker. If a worker has not received training (except 
whenn he or she has refused to be trained) during his or her employment with 
thee temporary agency, the money becomes available for the worker at the end 
off  the employment relationship. 

3.22 The Unite d States : Employmen t Flexibilit y Revisite d 

Thee United States' labor market is characterized by a high degree of flexibility , 
predominandyy in terms of loose dismissal protection. This is best exemplified 
byy the employment-at-will doctrine. This rule essentially gives an employer a 
rightt to hire and fire employees at his discretion, and a worker a right to resign 
att any given moment, in the absence of any expressed contractual provision to 
thee contrary.27 As long as the employment duration has not been specified in 
thee employment contract, a contract is considered to be at-will. Employees in 
thee public sector and unionized workers are to a lesser extent affected by the 
at-willl  doctrine. The Civil Service Reform Act of 1978 protects federal civil 
servicee employees from wrongful discharge, and many state employees are 
coveredd by similar civil service and constitutional protections (Jacoby 1982). 
Workerss represented by a union negotiate job security in the collective 
agreementt as well as avenues for grievance procedures in case of dismissal 
(Blockk 1992). Typically, legislation regarding at-will employment is drafted at 
thee state level.28 Given the fact that most employment relationships in the 
Unitedd States are at will there is reason to expect workers to be relatively 
insecuree about their employment relationship. In 1995, almost one in every two 
U.S.. workers reported to frequently worry to be laid off, compared to 22 
percentt in 1988. Over the same period, the percentage of workers that was 
confidentt that they could keep their job if they performed well dropped from 
733 percent to 50 percent (Levine 1998). In addition to declining workers' 
perceptionn of job security, the idea has taken root among certain U.S. scholars 
andd policy advisors that employment relations have become increasingly 
flexible,, with job insecurity on the rise.29 Farber (1995; 1997) shows that the 

277 As expressed by the Tennessee Supreme Court in Payne v. Western & Atlantic Railroad (1884): 
"Menn must be left without interference to buy and sell where they please and to discharge or 
retainn employees at will for good cause or for no cause, or even for bad cause, without thereby 
beingg guilty of an unlawful act per se. It is a right which an employee may exercise in the same 
way,, to the same extent, for the same cause or want of cause, as the employer." 
288 See for instance California Labor Code, Section 2922: "An employment, having no specified 
term,, may be terminated at the will of either party on notice to the other. Employment for a 
specifiedd term means an employment for a period greater than one month." 
299 See for instance Barker and Cristensen (1998); Benner (2000); Bridges (1994); Commission on 
thee Future of Worker-Management Relations (1994); Rifkin (1996). 
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incidencee of long-term jobs (ones that last 10 years or more) has declined 
amongg male workers, especially those with less than 12 years of education. This 
iss part of a more general development of worsened labor market opportunities 
forr the low skilled. Overall job security, however, has remained the same, 
showingg no evidence that long-term employment relationships are disappearing 
(Neumarkk 2000). Freeman and Rogers (1999) find that job tenure averages 
fifteenfifteen years, adding that U.S. workers are more mobile than workers in most 
advancedd countries. This is not a feature of the overall labor force, but is 
primarilyy caused by frequent job shifting by new entrants in the labor market, 
ass they search for the right match. Houseman and Polivka (1999) assert that 
workerss in flexible employment experience less job stability than those in 
regularr full-time jobs. The growth in flexible employment might therefore have 
contributedd to small actual declines in aggregate job stability, but to a sense of 
instabilityy and insecurity by many more workers (Herzenberg, Alic , and Wial 
1998).. On the other hand, the use of temporary or other flexible work 
arrangementss enhanced the job-security for a firm's core workers. The use of 
flexible,flexible, insecure employment may thus provide other workers with more 
security. . 

Flexible,, market-mediated staffing arrangements are nothing new in the United 
States,, as Cappelli (1999) shows. Prior to fordist mass-production systems, 
mostt employment relationships were market-based. It was only when United 
Statess got involved in World War I, and wartime production created tight labor 
markets,, that companies begun to create internal labor markets administered by 
personnell  departments and with policies to develop upward worker mobility. 
Whilee (especially large) firms extended the use of internal labor markets, which 
broughtt employment stability for workers, the first temporary work agencies 
weree established. Since World War II temporary agency employment has been 
aa widespread feature in the U.S. labor market. Factors driving the demand for 
temporaryy agency work in the 1950s and 1960s were an increasing tendency to 
contractt specialized functions to outside firms and increasing employment 
costss of help hired direcdy (Moore 1965). The use of flexible, temporary 
staffingg arrangements continued to grow, notably during the 1980s along with 
thee large-scale downsizing by firms (Golden and Appelbaum 1992). Firms 
continuedd their flexible staffing strategies throughout the 1990s, even when the 
laborr market became tighter and most flexible workers preferred a permanent 
jobb instead of a temporary one (Hippie 2001). Katz and Krueger (1999) 
concludee that the growth of the temporary staffing industry possibly has led 
improvedd efficiency of job matching and may therefore (partially) account for 
thee decline in unemployment and wage pressure in the 1990s. 

Thee growing interest of firms for temporary agency workers even under tight 
laborr market conditions has been traced back to an erosion of the at-will 
doctrinee (Abraham 1990; Autor 2000a; Kalleberg 1999; Lips 1998). In the past 
twoo decades, state courts have carved away at the at-will doctrine, weakening 
thee employer's right to dismiss at-will employees. Three categories of 
exceptionss to the doctrine are distinguished. Action for wrongful discharge can 
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bee granted to a worker if 1) the discharge violated public policy, or 2) breached 
ann implied contract of employment arising from a handbook, a policy or some 
otherr representation, or 3) an implied covenant of good faith and fair dealing 
(Gouldd 1993; Krueger 1991).*> As of October 2001, 43 states had recognized 
thee public-policy exception, 38 states the implied-contract exception and 11 
statess the covenant of good faith and fair dealing (Muhl 2001).31 

Thee erosion of the employment at-will doctrine in the past two decades is 
exemplifiedd by two court cases in the 1980s which held that 1) an employer's 
indirectt statements about the manner in which termination decisions are made 
cann imply legally binding employment contracts and 2) workers are entitled to 
ongoingg employment even in the absence of written of indirect statements if 
contractuall  rights are implied via the context of the employment relationship 
(e.g.. through longevity of service, a history of promotion or salary increases). 
Thiss 'implied contract exception' has led employers to circumvent the 
suggestionn of an employment contract, most importantly by using temporary 
agencyy workers (Autor 2000a). 

Inn addition to intensified regulation of the labor market, firms use 
temporaryy agency workers to avoid the costs of permanent workers, 
particularlyy the costs involved with benefits such as health care, family leave 
andd retirement benefits. Other costs for a firm evolve from litigation (when a 
layofff  case is brought to court), retraining workers who would otherwise be laid 
off,, and extra screening and background checks (Lee 1996). Another factor 
explainingg the growth in temporary agency work may come from the 
substitutionn of temporary hires by agency workers for cost reasons (selecting, 
screening,, testing and training that temporary work agencies may undertake) 
(Polivkaa 1996a). Search costs may be particularly high when the labor market 
tightenss and firms therefore look at temporary work agencies (Houseman, 
Kalleberg,, and Erickcek 2001). Some empirical support for this possible change 
inn the hiring behavior of firms is provided by Estevao and Lach (1999). 

Edwardd Lenz, president of the American Staffing Association contends that 
ann important reason for firms to rely on temporary agency workers is the lost 
confidencee of employers in the ability of the American education system to 
preparee young people for the workplace (see also Chapter 2). Many firms rely 
onn the recruiting and screening function of temporary work agencies in order 
too attract new personnel. Furthermore, temporary work agencies enable firms 
too observe a worker for a trial period before deciding to permanently hire the 
workerr (Lenz 2000). 

3.2.11 Size and Composition of Flexible Employment in the United States 

Thee definition of 'contingent work' is pivotal in the data collection on flexible 
staffingg arrangements in the United States. The Bureau of Labor Statistics 
(BIS)(BIS) has developed three measures to determine the extent of contingent 

300 Within the states that have adopted these exceptions California has been the most active in 
applyingg them (Gould 1993). 
311 Alaska, California, Idaho, Nevada, Utah, and Wyoming had recognized all three exceptions. 
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workk in the United States (Polivka 1996). Estimate 1 includes wage and salary 
workerss who indicated that they expected to work in their current jobs for one 
yearr or less and who had worked for their current employer for one year or 
less.. People working for temporary staffing agencies or contract companies are 
contingentt under Estimate 1 when they expect to work with this organization 
forr one year or less and they have worked for one year or less. Estimate 2 
extendss the measure of contingent work to cover the self-employed and 
independentt contractors who expect to be and have been in these employment 
relationss for one year or less. Under Estimate 2 temp workers and contract 
companyy employees are classified as contingent when they have worked and 
expectt to work for the customers to whom they were assigned for one year or 
less.. Under Estimate 3 the one-year requirement is removed, thereby including 
alll  wage and salary workers who do not expect their jobs to last. 

Temporaryy workers can either be hired directly and offered a contract for a 
fixedd (short-) term, or they are employed through a temporary work agency. 
Thee key difference between Estimates 1 and 2 for workers employed by 
temporaryy work agencies and contract company workers, is with regard to who 
iss considered the 'employer' and tenure (both current and expected) with this 
'employer'.. Estimate 1 considers the temporary work agency as the employer 
forr agency temporaries. Consequently, an individual has to have worked for the 
temporaryy work agency for less than one year and expect to work for this 
agencyy for less than one year to be considered contingent under this Estimate. 
Underr Estimate 2, the place an individual is assigned to work is considered the 
'employer*.. Therefore, an individual who has been assigned to one work site for 
lesss than one year and expects to work at that particular work site for less than 
onee year (regardless of how long the person has been and expects to be with 
thee help supply firm) would be considered contingent under Estimate 2. 

Thee most recent data on flexible employment in the United States stem from 
thee 2001 Current Population Survey (CPS), the fourth supplement to the labor 
forcee survey by the Bureau of Labor Statistics (BIS) to include temporary work 
andd other non-standard work staffing arrangements. As can be seen in Table 
3.6,, the proportion of U.S. workers holding a flexible job has remained fairly 
stablee since 1995, when the CPS for the first time covered flexible workers. In 
thee BLS data, independent contractors are all those who are identified as 
independentt contractors, consultants, and freelance workers. In this survey, it 
doess not matter whether workers were identified as wage and salary workers or 
self-employedd in the responses to basic Current Population Survey labor force 
statuss questions. About 12 percent of the independent contractors are wage 
andd salary workers. On-call workers are persons who are called into work only 
whenn they are needed. Temp help agency workers are all those who are paid by 
aa temp help agency, including permanent staff of the agencies. Contract firm 
workerss are those individuals who work for a contract company, and who 
usuallyy work for only one customer, at the customer's worksite. Al l material is 
collectedd by self-identification of the respondents. 
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Tablee 3.6 
Volumee of flexible staffing arrangements in the United States as share of total employment and in absolute 
numbers,, 1995-2001 

1995 5 

Perc. Perc. 

1.7 7 

1.0 0 

6.7 7 

0.5 5 

Mln. . 

2.0 0 

1.2 2 

8.3 3 

0.6 6 

1997 7 

Perc. Perc. 

1.6 6 

1.0 0 

6.7 7 

0.6 6 

Mln. . 

2.0 0 

1.3 3 

8.5 5 

0.8 8 

1999 9 

Perc c 

1.5 5 

0.9 9 

6.3 3 

0.6 6 

Mln. . 

2.0 0 

1.2 2 

8.2 2 

0.8 8 

2001 1 

Perc. . 

1.6 6 

0.9 9 

6.4 4 

0.5 5 

Mln. . 

2.1 1 

1.2 2 

8.6 6 

0.6 6 

Source:Source: Bureau of Labor Statistics. 

Tablee 3.6 does not show the tremendous growth of temporary work agency 
workk prior to 1995, and it also tends to understate the total volume of 
temporaryy work agency employment. The BLS measures temporary work 
agencyy employment in its Current Employment Statistics (CES) survey, via the 
Standardd Industrial Classification (SIC).32 In the SIC, temporary work agency 
employmentt is classified as 'temporary help agencies' under 'help supply 
services'' (SIC 7363), which together with 'placement agencies' (SIC 7361) 
constitutess the major part of 'personnel supply services' (SIC 736). Help supply 
servicess grew from 0.6 percent of the total private economy in 1982 to 2.7 
percentt in 1998. Since temporary services employment dominates the help 
supplyy services, most of the growth in this industry is due to the increase in 
tempp work. Nonfarm employment has increased by 18.4 million jobs since 
1992;; 1.4 million of these jobs were in the help supply services sector (BLS 
1999). . 

Accordingg to data from the American Staffing Association (ASA), which 
usess a slightly different research method, temporary services average daily 
employmentt grew from 165,000 in 1972 to nearly 2.6 million in 2000 (see 
Figuree 3.3 in Appendix B). Since 1972, the temporary help services industry's 
employmentt has grown at an average annual rate of 11 percent, with a peak of 
overr 25 percent growth in 1993 and 1994. In the second half of the 1990s, 
averagee daily employment dipped to approximately 4 percent. The final quarter 
off  the year 2000 showed negative growth (-1.7 percent), marking a shrinkage in 
temporaryy agency employment for the first time in a decade (see also Figure 3.4 
inn Appendix B). 

322 More correctly: the BLS retrieves information about the 'help supply industry' and its parent 
industry,, the 'personnel supply services'. Because temporary help employment dominates both 
industries,, developments in these industries are traced back to the temporary work agencies. 

On-calll and 
substitutee workers 

Temporaryy agency 
workers s 

Independent t 
contractors s 

Contractt firm 
workers s 
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3.2.1.11 Characteristics of Flexible Workers 
Backgroundd characteristics of certain groups of flexible workers indicate that 
thesee workers are less likely to be trained by their employers. Flexible workers 
cann be found at both ends of the education spectrum (see Table 3.7). Among 
temporaryy work agency workers between 16 and 24 years of age there is a 
strikinglyy high percentage that is no longer enrolled in school (more than 77 
percent),, but many of these young workers may decide to go back to school at 
aa later stage. Except for contract firm workers, the majority of young flexible 
workerss who are no longer enrolled have a high school diploma or less. The 
educationall  attainment of young not enrolled temporary work agency workers 
ass well as on-call workers is substantially lower than that of their counterparts 
inn traditional work arrangements. Educational attainment for workers between 
255 and 64 shows a more or less similar picture. Although they have a slightly 
higherr chance of being a college graduate, independent contractors exhibit the 
samee educational background as workers in traditional arrangements. Contract 
firmm workers are most likely to be college graduates and are least likely to be 
foundd without a high school diploma. Both on-call workers and temporary 
workk agency workers are more likely than any other type of worker to be 
withoutt a high school diploma. The likelihood of having a college degree is by 
farr smallest among temporary work agency workers. Thus although both high 
andd low skill workers are represented among flexible employees, temporary 
workk agency and on-call workers tend to be lower skilled, while contract firm 
workerss and independent contractors are more likely to have higher skills. 
Theree is evidence that training is essentially received by already high-skilled 
employeess (Lynch and Black 1995; Mincer 1962). With low-skilled workers 
beingg disproportionately represented among temporary work agency workers 
andd on-call workers, there is reason to expect under-investment in these 
categoriess of flexible employees. 

Inn the 2001 Current Population Survey more than half of all surveyed flexible 
workerss said to have preferred a permanent job instead of a flexible job. Forty 
percentt said they preferred their flexible staffing arrangement. Findings by 
Steinbergg (1998) shed light on the motives for workers to join a temporary 
workk agency. Money (42 percent), training and work experience (32 percent), 
andd the diversity (29 percent) and flexibilit y (28 percent) of temporary agency 
workk were cited as the main reasons for becoming a temporary agency worker. 
Inn 1997, 65 percent of the temporary agency workers had a regular full-time or 
part-timee job prior to their job as an agency worker. Of these workers, 41 
percentt had lost or quitted their job. One in every five temporary agency 
workerss was a student before joining an agency. 
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Tablee 3.7 
Schoo ll  enrollmen t and educationa l attainmen t as percentag e of employmen t arrangement , 1999 

Independen tt  On-cal l Temporar y Contrac t Firm Regula r 
Contractor ss Worker s Agenc y Worker s Worker s 

Worker s s 
Schoo ll  Enrollmen t 

Totall  (16 to 24 years old ; 
thousands ) ) 
Enrolle dd (percentage ) 

Nott  enrolle d 

Lesss than high schoo l 
diplom a a 
Highh schoo l graduates , 
noo colleg e 
Lesss than bachelor' s 
degre e e 
Colleg ee graduate s 

Educationa ll  Attainmen t 

Totall  (25 to 64 years old ; 
thousands ) ) 
Lesss than high schoo l 
diplom a a 
Highh schoo l graduates , 
noo colleg e 
Lesss than a bachelor' s 
degre e e 
Colleg ee graduate s 

328 8 

39.3 39.3 

60.7 7 

10.0 0 

27.9 9 

11.4 4 

11.5 5 

7,359 9 

7.5 5 

29.7 7 

28.5 5 

34.3 34.3 

380 0 

56.4 4 

43.6 6 

13.2 2 

20.2 2 

7.1 1 

3.1 1 

317 7 

22.7 7 

77.3 3 

16.3 3 

31.8 8 

26.2 2 

3.0 0 

1,485 5 

13.4 4 

29.6 6 

29.1 1 

27.9 9 

838 8 

14.6 6 

30.5 5 

33.7 7 

21.2 2 

124 4 

35.8 8 

64.2 2 

10.3 3 

13.9 9 

23.9 9 

16.2 2 

631 1 

6.4 4 

22.7 7 

31.9 9 

38.9 9 

17,901 1 

44.0 0 

56.0 0 

8.9 9 

25.8 8 

13.9 9 

7.4 4 

98,207 7 

9.2 2 

31.4 4 

28.3 3 

31.1 1 

Source:Source: Bureau of Labor Statistic s 

3.2.1.22 Industry and Occupational Characteristics 
Thee four types of flexible work arrangements dominate in different 
occupationss (see Table 3.8a). Independent contractors can be found in 
executivee and managerial positions, in precision production and craft jobs, as 
welll  as in professional specialty occupations and sales occupations. Most 
contractt firm workers and on-call workers are employed in professional 
specialtyy jobs and in service occupations. Temporary work agency workers 
predominandyy work in administrative jobs, in operating and fabricating 
positions. . 

Ass for the industries in which flexible workers are employed, the largest 
sharee of each flexible staffing arrangement it is clear that one sector clearly 
standss out: the services industry (see Table 3.8b). 
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Tablee 3.8a 
Employeess in flexible staffing arrangements by occupation, United States, 1999 

Independent t 
Contractors s 

On-call l 
Workers s 

Occupation n 

Temporary y 
Agency y 
Workers s 

Contractt Firm Regular 
Workerss Workers 

Totall (thousands) 8,247 

Executive,, administrative, 20.5% 
andd managerial 
Professionall specialty 18.5% 

Technicianss and related 1.1% 
support t 
Saless occupations 17.3% 

Administrativee support, incl. 3.4% 
Clerical l 
Servicess 8.8% 

Precisionn production, craft, 18.9% 
andd repair 
Operators,, fabricators, and 7.0% 
laborers s 
Farming,, forestry, and 4.4% 
fishing g 

2,032 2 

5.3% % 

24.3% % 

4.1% % 

5.7% % 

8.2% % 

23.5% % 

10.1% % 

16.0% % 

2.9% % 

1,188 8 

4.3% % 

6.8% % 

4.1% % 

1.8% % 

36.1% % 

8.1% % 

8.7% % 

29.2% % 

0.9% % 

769 9 

12.0% % 

28.8% % 

6.7% % 

1.5% % 

3.4% % 

18.8% % 

16.0% % 

10.7% % 

2.2% % 

119,109 9 

14.6% % 

15.5% % 

3.3% % 

12.0% % 

15.0% % 

13.7% % 

10.5% % 

13.6% % 

2.0% % 

Tablee 3.8b 
Employeess in flexible staffing arrangements by industry, United States, 1999 

Independent t 
Contractors s 

On-call l 
Workers s 

Industry y 

Temporary y 
Agency y 
Workers s 

Contractt Firm 
Workers s 

Regular r 
Workers s 

Totall (thousands) 

Agriculture e 

Mining g 

Construction n 

Manufacturing g 

Transportationn and public 
utilities s 
Wholesalee trade 

Retaill trade 

Finance,, insurance, and real 
estate e 
Services s 

Publicc administration 

Nott report or ascertained 

8,247 7 

4.9% % 

0.2% % 

19.9% % 

4.6% % 

5.7% % 

3.5% % 

10.2% % 

8.8% % 

42.1% % 

0.2% % 

--

2,032 2 

2.2% % 

0.4% % 

9.6% % 

4.5% % 

9.5% % 

1.8% % 

14.6% % 

2.7% % 

52.0% % 

2.6% % 

0.1% % 

1,188 8 

0.4% % 

0.1% % 

2.5% % 

29.7% % 

6.1% % 

4.2% % 

3.9% % 

7.0% % 

38.7% % 

--
6.3% % 

769 9 

0.4% % 

2.7% % 

9.0% % 

18.0% % 

14.0% % 

0.8% % 

4.6% % 

8.9% % 

27.1% % 

10.7% % 

3.8% % 

119,109 9 

2.0% % 

0.4% % 

5.1% % 

16.5% % 

7.4% % 

4.0% % 

17.6% % 

6.7% % 

35.2% % 

5.1% % 

--
Source:Source: U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics 
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3.2.22 Facing Flexibility: Declining Union Power and the Growth of Employment 
Flexibility y 

Sincee the early 1980s U.S. unions have been confronted with a steady decline in 
unionn membership. Many union jobs disappeared in the early 1980s. Much of 
thee employment growth in the years following the 1982 recession generated 
jobss outside the union domain, in nonunion industries such as the service 
sector.. This employment growth included a significant increase in the use of 
flexibleflexible staffing arrangements, notably temporary agency workers, as 
mentionedd above. While unions perceived the growing use of flexible staffing 
arrangementss as a management strategy to substitute for permanent jobs, they 
weree not able to curb that growth given their weakened bargaining position 
(Goldenn and Appelbaum 1992). Unions have opposed the introduction of 
flexibleflexible staffing where possible and excluded flexible workers from the 
bargainingg unit. Not surprisingly, union density among flexible workers has 
beenn virtually nonexistent. Interestingly, since the late 1980s there has been 
somewhatt of a rif t between central union policy vis-a-vis flexible staffing 
(notablyy temporary agency work) and local union strategies to bargain over the 
usee of flexible workers, particularly in the service industry (Appelbaum and 
Georgee 1988). Carré, DuRivage, and Till y (1994) describe how (some) unions 
havee gradually let go of the idea that employment flexibility  is a bad thing perse. 
Unionss bargain over flexible work schedules while at the same time securing 
protectionn for workers, and they acknowledge the need for portable worker 
benefitss by offering these benefits themselves. The dominant union view, 
however,, is that flexible employment typically involves insecure low-skill, low-
payy jobs, and runs counter to the union goal to establish a high road for 
workers,, into stable employment. This is not to say that all unions have turned 
theirr backs on temporary and other flexible workers. Legal obstacles to 
efficientlyy representing these workers have obstructed unions in successfully 
organizingg workers employed through labor market intermediaries, such as 
temporaryy work agencies. Since 1973, the National Labor Relations Board had 
consideredd temporary agency workers to be jointly employed by the temporary 
workk agency and the client firm. Without the consent of these two employers a 
temporaryy agency worker could not be represented in collective bargaining. In 
itss August 2000 ruling in the cases of M.B. Sturgis and Jeffboat Division, the 
NLRBB overturned the rule that requires the mutual consent of the joint 
employerss of a temporary agency worker in order to engage in collective 
bargaining.333 The NLRB ruled that in many cases temporary agency workers 
aree in effect the employees of the client firm and not of the temporary work 
agency.. Because of their similar circumstances, temporary agency workers 
shouldd be treated as part of the same bargaining unit as the client firm's 
permanentt employees. Under the decision, unions may petition the NLRB to 

333 331 NLRB no. 173. The ruling followed a failed attempt in the 1990s by the Chairman of the 
NLRBB to reshape the employment relationship between temporary agency workers and client 
firms,firms, in which the control exercised by employers would be indicative of the employee status 
(Gouldd 2000). 
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rulee that temporary agency employees at a unionized work site should be 
includedd in the union bargaining unit. With the ruling there are three possible 
routess for unionization of temporary agency workers: 1) adding agency workers 
too existing bargaining units of regular workers of the client firm; 2) establishing 
aa separate bargaining unit at the client firm of agency workers only; or 3) 
establishingg a bargaining unit at the temporary work agency, comprised of 
agencyy workers only (Mehta and Theodore 2000). The ruling is an important 
movee toward the adjustment of labor law to twenty-first century labor 
practices.. However, doubts remain to what extent unions and temporary 
agencyy workers can actually benefit from the ruling. In order for agency 
workerss to join a bargaining unit at a client firm, the NLRB (through its 
regionall  directors) wil l consider the extent to which temporary agency workers 
sharee workplace characteristics (such as wage, benefits, supervision) with 
regularr workers. Put differendy: is there is a 'community of interest' between 
temporaryy agency workers and permanent client-firm workers? Mehta and 
Theodoree (2000) conclude that temporary agency workers with long-term 
assignmentss (popularly called 'permatemps', see also hereafter) are most likely 
too successfully petition for a bargaining unit given the likelihood that their 
workplacee characteristics are similar to those of regular workers. Short-term 
agencyy workers are least likely to share these characteristics, since pay, benefits 
andd tenure may be different from regular workers. These workers may however 
successfullyy petition for collective bargaining with the temporary work agency, 
ass mentioned under 3) above (Mehta and Theodore 2000). Furthermore, since 
NLRBB members are appointed by the U.S. President there is reason to wonder 
whetherr the NLRB ruling wil l stand under a less worker-friendly 
administration. . 

Soo far, union efforts to address the predicament of flexible workers are 
directedd on the one hand at individual providers and users of these workers 
andd on the other hand at state and federal legislators in order to introduce legal 
provisionss in favor of flexible workers. In line with the absence of a national 
sociall  dialogue, employers' associations are entirely left outside these strategies. 

3.2.33 Legislative Responses (or the Lack Thereof) 

Federall  protections afforded to permanent employees do not always cover 
flexibleflexible workers (Carnevale, Jennings, and Eisenman 1998). Principal U.S. 
employmentt laws such as the Fair Labor Standard Act, Tide VI I of the Civil 
Rightss Act of 1964, the Age Discrimination in Employment Act, the Family 
andd Medical Leave Act, the Occupational Safety and Health Act, and the 
Worker'ss Adjustment and Retraining Notification Act apply different 
definitionss of 'employee', resulting in different groups of workers that are 
coveredd under one law, but not under another. Tax laws also apply different 
definitionss of who is an employee and who is not. The Dunlop Commission, 
whichh studied U.S. labor and employment issues on behalf of the Clinton 
administration,, signaled this discrepancy in the definition of 'employee' and 
concludedd that that various laws provided incentives to create flexible 
relationships,, "not for the sake of the flexibilit y or efficiency but in order to 
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evadee [their] legal obligations." (Commission on the Future of Worker-
Managementt Relations 1995, 61) The Commission saw the increased reliance 
onn flexible employment relationships as both a healthy development and a 
causee for concern. It viewed temporary work as a means for transitions 
betweenn jobs, "affording employers and workers an opportunity to size each 
otherr up before deciding to enter into a more a stable employment 
relationship.""  (ibid, 62) On the other hand, the Commission concluded, flexible 
staffingg arrangements may be used by a firm to save on wages and other 
monetaryy compensation. Flexible workers receive less pay and fewer benefits 
thann permanent workers.34 The Dunlop Commission concluded that the 
expansionn of flexible employment contributed to the growing wage gap among 
U.S.. workers. It recommended a balanced public policy to mediate the 
concernss of flexibility  on the one hand, and economic security on the other. 
Moree specifically, public policy should be aimed at removing the incentives to 
usee flexible workers for illegitimate purposes. The necessary changes in 
employmentt and labor law would involve a modernized, standardized 
definitionn of 'employee' and 'employer' based on the economic reality of today. 
Inn the years following the Dunlop Commission's recommendations several bills 
weree introduced by the federal and state legislators aimed at improving working 
conditionss for flexible workers (see Table 3.9). Most of them, however, have 
nott (yet) been enacted. 

Whereass legislative responses to the rise of temporary agency work and 
otherr flexible staffing arrangements have not been very successful, a major 
breakthroughh in this area has been the 1997 ruling of the Ninth Circuit Court 
off  Appeal in Vizcaino v. Microsoft Corp.35 In this class-action suit, initially filed in 
1992,, the Court of Appeals upheld an earlier ruling by the U.S. District Court 
inn Seattle, Washington, that Microsoft had misclassified common-law 
employeess as 'independent contractors' or 'temporary agency workers', illegally 
excludingg them from employee stock purchasing plans (ESPP). For many 
years,, Microsoft had relied on the widespread use of temporary employees, 
whoo would be working at the company for extended periods, either as a 
contractorr or through an agency. The District Court found that, regarding 
thesee permatemps, the issue was not whether a worker is an employee or an 
independentt contractor, but rather which company is the worker's employer: 
Microsoftt or a temporary work agency. The Court used a five-factor test 
(consideringg recruitment, training, duration of employment, right to assign 
additionall  work, and control over the relationship between worker and agency) 
too decide that Microsoft, and not the temporary agency, employed these 
workers.. As a result of this ruling, Microsoft was forced to allow all the 
formerly-barredd employees, to participate in the ESPP. In 2000, the company 
agreedd on a settlement with its permatemps for an amount of $97 million. 

344 See for instance General Accounting Office (2000). 
355 120 F.3d 1006 (9th Cir. 1997). 
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Tablee 3.9 
Legislativee initiatives aimed at improving the legal position of U.S. flexible workers 
Title e Goal l 
Massachusettss Workplace Equity bill: an Act Regarding 
Workerss in Contingent and Part-time Work (MA Senate 
60;; House 2849) 

Washingtonn State's Employee Benefits Fairness Act of 
20000 (State Senate Bill No. 6323) 

Temporaryy agency worker 'right to know' measures 
(passedd in Rhode Island and South Carolina, and 
proposedd in Washington State) 

Californiaa Senate Bill No. 1968 (passed by State Senate 
butt blocked in the House) 

Housee Bill H.R. 2188 (103rd Congress): Part-Time and 
Temporaryy Worker Protection Act of 1993 

Senatee Bill S. 2504 (103rd Congress): Contingent 
Workforcee Equity Act 

Housee Bill H.R. 3657 (104* Congress): Contingent Work 
Forcee Equity Act of 1996 

Housee Bill H.R. 2298 (106th Congress): Equity for 
Temporaryy Workers Act of 1999 

Housee Bill H.R. 2299 (106th Congress): ERISA 
Clarificationn Act of 1999 

Housee Bill H.R. 4962 and Senate Bill S. 2946 (106th 

Congress):: Employee Benefits Eligibility Act of 2000 

Housee Bill H.R. 2755 (107th Congress): Labor Fairness 
andd Protection Act 

Requiress equal pay and benefits for flexible workers 
whoo do the same work as permanent employees. 

Prohibitss reclassification by companies of 
employeess as 'temporary' or 'contract workers' in 
orderr to deny them benefits. 
Requiree agencies to provide temporary workers with 
jobb descriptions, pay rates and work schedules. 

Wouldd have prohibited employers with 20 or more 
employeess from discriminating against persons 
employedd in part-time or intermittent basis or 
employedd in the home, with respect to the provision 
off benefits, but would have permitted pro-ration of 
thee benefit of part-time employees. 

Allowss certain individuals seeking part-time 
employmentt to be eligible to receive unemployment 
compensation,, to require the Secretary of Labor to 
establishh and carry out an annual survey relating to 
temporaryy workers, and to protect part-time and 
temporaryy workers relating to pension and group 
healthh plans. 

Extendss the protections of federal labor and civil 
rightt laws to part-time, temporary, and leased 
employees,, independent contractors, and other 
contingentt workers, and to ensure equitable 
treatmentt of such workers. 

Providess pay equity and labor protection for 
contingentt workers, and for other purposes. 

Providess certain temporary employees with the 
samee benefits as permanent employees. 

Amendss Title I of the Employee Retirement Income 
Securityy Act (ERISA) of 1974 to ensure proper 
treatmentt of temporary employees under employee 
benefitt plans. 

Amendss Title I of the Employee Retirement Income 
Securityy Act (ERISA) of 1974 to ensure that 
employeess are not improperly disqualified from 
benefitss under pensions plans and welfare plans 
basedd on misclassification of their employee status. 

Requiress day labor service agencies to provide 
noticee of the wage rate expected to be paid by each 
thirdd party employer using their services. Requires 
thee wage rate for such third party employers to equal 
thee rate paid to their permanent employees who 
performm substantially equivalent work, with due 
considerationn given to seniority, experience, skills 
andd qualifications. Prohibits employers from 
reducingg the wage rate of any employee in order to 
complyy with requirements of this Act. 
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3.2.44 The Role of Intermediaries in Flexible Worker Training 

Becausee there are no legal incentives to invest in the skills of flexible workers, 
triggerss for training investment have to originate elsewhere. There is ample 
evidencee that labor market intermediaries, notably temporary work agencies, 
enablee flexible workers to undergo training. Krueger (1993) finds that 62 
percentt of temporary work agencies provide training for the workers they 
place,, mostly training related to computer skills. The agencies pay for training 
inn 96 percent of the cases. Further evidence comes from a 1995 BLS survey on 
wagess and benefits for temporary help service workers. Here, training 
programss include a range of subjects, such as data entry and word processing 
skills,, computer programming, customer service, and communications; 
workplacee rules; and interview and resume development skills. Training is often 
computer-basedd and self-paced, and offered on the premises of the agency 
whenn the temporary agency worker is off from work. Training in one or more 
areass is available to approximately 90 percent of the temp workers. Most 
trainingg programs are voluntary and about 40 percent of the workers are 
selectedd for training by the help agency supply firm or are trained at the request 
off  the client. Although temporary work agencies make training available to 
theirr employees, training is thus not provided to the majority of temporary 
agencyy workers. Clerical and sales personnel generally receive training, but 
temporaryy work agencies hardly train the vast majority of blue-collar and 
servicee employees. 

AA survey by the American Staffing Association (ASA) shows that in 1997 
thee temporary help industry spent $866 million on training temporary 
employees,, up from $335 million spent in 1995. Of this amount $146 million 
wass spent on 'employee orientation' (Steinberg 1998). Consistent with 1995 
BLSS data on employer-provided training discussed earlier, the ASA survey 
evidencess that ninety percent of all temporary work agencies provides free 
trainingg to their agency workers. An estimated 4.8 million temporary workers 
receivedd specific training. While much of the instruction occurred in training 
centers,, classrooms or personal tutorials, the majority of companies also 
suppliedd computer tutorials. Most offered training on data entry and basic 
computerr skills as well as on word processing, spreadsheet and database 
software.. In a survey among 15,000 temporary agency workers, ASA found 
thatt seventy percent of respondents36 reported having gained new skills in 
1997,, up from 66 percent in 1994. Free skills training was received by 46 
percentt of the respondents, both in 1994 and 1997. For those who received 
training,, an average of 34 hours of training per employee was provided in 1997. 
Tablee 3.10 illustrates the widespread emphasis on computer skills for those 
whoo received training. 

Thee response rate to the questionnaire was less than 8 percent. 
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Tablee 3.10 
Typee of skills provided to 
Specificc software 
Wordd processing 
Spreadsheet t 
PC/Computer r 
Windows s 
Dataa entry 

Internet t 
Generall software 
Database e 

Specificc job training 
Machinee operator 
Accounting g 
Forklift t 
Insurancee claims 

Generall office 
Customerr relations 
Phone e 
Faxx machine 
Switchboard d 

Otherr {not specified) 

temporaryy agency workers, 1997 

Source:Source: American Staffing Association (1998a) ) 

[ass share of skills provided) 
27 7 
26 6 
22 2 
15 5 
9 9 

5 5 
4 4 
4 4 

3 3 

8 8 
3 3 
3 3 
1 1 
1 1 

7 7 
3 3 
2 2 
1 1 
1 1 

21 1 

I nn a survey among temporary agency workers Finegold, Levenson, and Van 
Burenn (2002) find mat the free training temporary agencies offer is unlikely to 
bee a major source of skill development for low-skill agency workers. Less than 
halff  of temporary agency workers received free training from the agencies. Of 
alll  temporary agency workers, 23 percent took any training during the previous 
twelvee months. The study found that on average a temporary agency worker 
receivedd 2.7 hours of training during this twelve-month period (compared to 
thee 13.4 hours of formal training received by permanent workers in 1995). 

I nn addition to training offered by for-profit labor market intermediaries 
temporaryy agency workers can participate in government training programs 
offeredd through the Workforce Investment Act (see Chapter 2), which has 
createdd so-called Individual Training Accounts, or vouchers. The decision of 
whoo is eligible is left up to the discretion of local Workforce Investment 
Boards.. Only a small number of adults actually receive training under the WIA , 
comparedd to training provided under the JTPA (National Training and 
Informationn Center 2003). 

3.33 Conclusio n 

Inn both countries, flexible staffing has been a management response to labor 
markett regulation, particularly the (increased) protection of workers against 
dismissal.. The main distinction between employment flexibilit y in the 
Netherlandss and the United States is well recapped by Fahlbeck (1996). Save 
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forr the shrinking unionized segment of the economy, U.S. employers contract 
withh employees who agree to unilateral employer control over the terms and 
conditions.. Employers can then solely decide about the flexibilit y of their 
workforce.. Where the United States can be found on the unilateral end of the 
flexibilit yy spectrum, the Netherlands are considered to have a trilateral system of 
flexibility:flexibility:  the trilateral consultation processes between unions, management 
andd government shaped the legislative agenda to regulate flexible employment. 
Probablyy the most distinctive characteristic of the trilateral system is the active 
rolee of unions in acknowledging the reality of flexible work and the subsequent 
needd to regulate this. In the Netherlands it took unions roughly three decades 
too join employers in acknowledging the reality of flexible staffing practices and 
therebyy becoming a credible negotiating partner when it came to regulating the 
usee of these practices. U.S. unions continue to see flexible employment as a 
threatt to existing permanent union jobs. 

Autorr (2000a) concludes that court efforts to protect workers against unjust 
dismissall  have fostered the growth of (more insecure) temporary agency work. 
Attemptss to regulate the labor market have thus had perverse effects. This may 
justifyy the need for re-regulation, as has been the case in the Netherlands.37 As 
thiss chapter demonstrates, employers respond to legislative changes and 
fluctuatingfluctuating economic conditions that negatively affect a firm's flexibility , i.e. 
increasee its financial risks. Whereas U.S. firms have shifted staffing strategies by 
substitutingg agency workers for temporary hires during the 1990s, Dutch 
employerss have done the reverse. Part of this risk-averse behavior is the 
tendencyy of firms to increasingly externalize human resource operations, such 
ass payroll administration, screening, selecting, and training. For-profit labor 
markett intermediaries such as temporary work agencies pride themselves on 
spendingg substantial amounts on worker training, even when legal and 
regulatoryy incentives are absent, as is the case in the United States. However, 
muchh of this agency-provided training is skill-biased and targeted at 'trainable' 
workers,, similar to training strategies of 'regular' firms. Training that is made 
availablee to many workers is often designed so workers can do the job at a 
client-firm'ss site. The training is not really intended to equip workers with skills 
thatt keep them employable throughout their career. Even when training 
incentivess are provided through legislation and collective agreements (as 
exemplifiedd by the Dutch situation) no guarantee is given that training actually 
reachess the workers in need of skill acquisition. With this preliminary 
conclusionn as the backdrop, I wil l present empirical findings on training for 
flexiblee workers in the construction and information technology industries in 
thee Netherlands and the United States in the following two chapters. 

377 Cf. Jacobs and Plessen (1992). 
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